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Corrections and clarifications

Following Friday’s story that JustGiving, which hosted Stephen
Sutton’s cancer appeal, stood to make £180,000 from its
success, the website has said its fees will be less than a
quarter of that sum, pointing out that Teenage Cancer Trust
benefits from a volume discount. Teenage Cancer Trust CEO
Siobhan Dunn said: ‘JustGiving has played a key role in
enabling so many people to donate to Stephen’s Story. To
date, over 166,000 donations have been made, with many
thousands happening at the same time. JustGiving increased
their server infrastructure to unprecedented levels to keep the
site up and running. They have done this seamlessly and we
are enormously grateful for their support.’
Our story, Prehistoric prawn was dwarfed by its sperm, last
Thursday, should have credited Renate Matzke-Karasz, of
Find us...
Ludwig-Maximilian University, as lead author of the paper, in
Facebook.com/MetroUK
Twitter.com/@MetroUk... ...or Proceedings of the Royal Society B. See rspb.
royalsocietypublishing.org/content/281/1786/20140394.abstr
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The showers
will clear
eastwards,
easing as they do so.
However, western
Scotland will have
heavy showery rain,
and south-east England
will turn wet by
morning.

Fog in the northeast will lift to
leave some sunny
spells across the UK, but
with widespread heavy
downpours and
thunderstorms expected
too. Warm in eastern parts.
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Thundery rain
spreading
north-west
across England
and Wales. Drier
conditions
elsewhere.
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Meet Sheila VogelCoupe - the 85-year-old
granny prostitute
Watch: Malaysian Flight
MH370 movie trailer
Sainsbury's
apologises for slave
mannequin stunt
Ukip candidate defends
swearing at protesters
Convicted murderer
on the run for the
THIRD time arrested
Thunderstorms to bring
Britain's 25C heatwave
to an abrupt end
'Heroin addict' sheep kill
themselves by cracking
their heads open
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Who needs Mount Everest when you can conquer a wall cheered by tourists?

A dam
long
climb
by DANIEL BINNS
THESE daredevils haven’t so much hit
the wall as gone up and over it in the
name of adventure.
They have turned the 165m (540ft)
high Diga di Luzzone dam in Ticino,
Switzerland, into the Mount Everest of
climbing walls.
Climbers even need to use a ladder to
get up the first 6m (20ft) of the wall.
German Ilana Marcus, from website
Thrillseekers Anonymous, said: ‘The
climbing was very smooth and fun
‘Topping out the climb to an audience
of tourists watching your every move
and perhaps anticipating the possibility
of an exciting fall was memorable.’

Endurance: A climber nears the top

Don’t look
down: Two
adventurers
head to the top
of the 165m
(540ft) dam
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